1 OLAP Model Issues

In the base tables, Charge Quantity and Charge Amount are measures specific to Invoice Item Type. However, in the Oracle Communications Data Model analytic workspace, the Invoice Item Type is not one of the dimensions of the Invoice Customer Type (ICT) cube, and the values for Charge Quantity and Charge Amount in the ICT cube are consolidated values rather than values associated with a specific item type.

For more information, see bug 9291530.

Workaround: There are two possible workarounds for this issue:

■ Remove the CHRG_AMT and CHRG_QTY fields from the DWA_INVC_CUST_TYP table in the ocdm_sys schema and remove the CA and CQ measures from the ICT cube in the Oracle Communications Data Model analytic workspace.

■ Rename the CHRG_AMT and CHRG_QTY fields in the DWA_INVC_CUST_TYP table in the ocdm_sys schema and the CA and CQ measures in the ICT cube to reflect that these measures represent consolidated amounts rather than amounts for single-invoice items.
2 Inter-ETL Issues
When executing the DWD_SL_RPRSTV_STTSTC__MAP, where customers may encounter an Oracle internal error of ORA-12805 is fixed (bug 9164319).

Workaround: Apply the appropriate Oracle Database 11.2.0.1 patch.
For more information, see bug 9217342.

3 Bugs Fixed
This release of Oracle Communications Data Model fixes the following bugs.

3.1 Translation Issues in Oracle Installer
Translation issues with the Installer for Oracle Communications Data Model are fixed:
- In German, certain translation issues are fixed (bug 9299303, bug 9299270).
- In Chinese, some words are in English rather than Chinese, fixed (bug 9246407).

3.2 Issue Installing German version of Oracle Communications Data Model
The German version of Oracle Communications Data Model does not install is fixed (bug 9308632, bug 9308650).

3.3 Change to Intra-ETL Filter to Use EVENT_DATE
All mappings are changed to use proper date columns in filter. The LAST_UPDATE_DATE is not used (bug 9114126).

3.4 Data Model Removed Debt History and Debt Detail
The data model no longer includes the Debt History and Debt Detail tables (bug 8869759).

3.5 Interval Partitioning for Aggregates
The aggregates now use interval partitioning (bug 9674884).

3.6 Flexible Hierarchy Provided for Geography
Flexible hierarchy files are included for Geography dimension (bug 8869641).

3.7 Performance: Improvements for Derived Payment Aging Day
Performance is improved for the logical entity PAYMENT AGING DAY DRVD. This corresponds to the DWD_PYMT_AGNG_DAY physical table (bug 970239).

3.8 Performance: Improvements for Intra-ETL Mapping of DWD_ACCT_PYMT_DAY
The mapping for DWD_ACCT_PYMT_DAY now does not include DWB_INVC or DWB_INVC_ASGN (bug 9318668).
4 Documentation Additions

This release of Oracle Communications Data Model includes the Oracle Communications Data Model Operations Guide. The Oracle Communications Data Model Operations Guide describes the tasks and procedures that must be performed after Oracle Communications Data Model is installed, and periodically afterwards to maintain useful performance. Since the needs of each Oracle Communications Data Model environment are unique, Oracle Communications Data Model is configurable so it can be modified to address each customer's needs.

5 Documentation Accessibility

Our goal is to make Oracle products, services, and supporting documentation accessible to all users, including users that are disabled. To that end, our documentation includes features that make information available to users of assistive technology. This documentation is available in HTML format, and contains markup to facilitate access by the disabled community. Accessibility standards will continue to evolve over time, and Oracle is actively engaged with other market-leading technology vendors to address technical obstacles so that our documentation can be accessible to all of our customers. For more information, visit the Oracle Accessibility Program Web site at http://www.oracle.com/accessibility/.

Accessibility of Code Examples in Documentation

Screen readers may not always correctly read the code examples in this document. The conventions for writing code require that closing braces should appear on an otherwise empty line; however, some screen readers may not always read a line of text that consists solely of a bracket or brace.

Accessibility of Links to External Web Sites in Documentation

This documentation may contain links to Web sites of other companies or organizations that Oracle does not own or control. Oracle neither evaluates nor makes any representations regarding the accessibility of these Web sites.

Access to Oracle Support

Oracle customers have access to electronic support through My Oracle Support. For information, visit http://www.oracle.com/support/contact.html or visit http://www.oracle.com/accessibility/support.html if you are hearing impaired.
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